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Vallejo Woman Launches Kids ‘N Film
Where Kids Build Confidence and Learn Techniques In Front of

And Behind the Scenes On Independent Film Productions

VALLEJO, Calif. (March 28, 2017)  - - Vallejo filmmaker Jacalyn Evone launches Kids ‘N Film 
program to provide on camera and behind the scenes training for local Vallejo and Solano 
County area youth on actual youth-driven film productions.  On camera work can both help with 
confidence building and improved social skills, it also provides an opportunity for youth to 
express themselves and better understand their own voices and the world around them.

“We live in a visual world,” says Jacalyn Evone, a director, producer and independent filmmaker 
has produced three feature-length films, a host of narrative short films, and over 300 local 
community access shows. “Young people need to learn how to represent themselves in front of a 
camera where they can discover their strengths and work on their weaknesses.”  

We are rapidly moving towards a visual connectivity existing almost everywhere, and the 
educational world of youth must also embrace the online world, video and the internet. Life in 
front of the camera is becoming more immersed with everything around us, in business, in 
politics, social media, and daily communications.

The future is visual, and I want to help our youth learn how to be a part of it, both by creating 
narrative stories that can inspire, documentaries that promote understanding of how we share our 
lives, improving their on-screen performances, strengthening their self-esteem, and learning the 
skills, techniques, and opportunities that may help spiral them into the industries that produce 
visual content.

“My greatest pleasure on past projects has been working with young actors, several of which had 
their very first film experience begin with me,” says Jacalyn. “I want to help our young people 
better understand the world and each other by participating in youth driven films that inspire 
others.

Geared for youth between the ages of 8 and 17, a GoFundMe page has been launched to raise 
funds for the project that will cover costs such as securing shoot locations, permits, insurance, 
post-production, festival and screening fees, and healthy free nourishing meals for the youth 
while in training on set.

To donate visit www.gofundme.com/kidsnfilm. Photos available on site. For general information, 
sponsorship inquiries, please contact Jacalyn Evone, Founder Kids ‘N Film workshop programs 
at 707-655-5753. # # #
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